Please find enclosed your MIDI INFLATABLE, your design, a fan and a repair kit, we hope you enjoy it – Megaflatables

1. Take out your MIDI – this is the inner PVC tube. On the bottom of the tube you will find a section to fill with a ground weight of Sand or Water. Please note: If the water is left within the PVC for long periods, corrosion to the PVC may occur. Pour the Sand/Water into the compartment – we recommend you fill this section completely.

2. Take your “sock” – this is your design. Place the “sock” over the MIDI PVC tube. Take note to line the side hole (inflation area) in line with the side zip.

3. Once the Inflatable is snug in its “sock”, open the side inflatable area. Take care to unscrew the upper part as this is where the valve is. Now, simply place your fan (hand pump) into the mouth of the inflatable area and switch on. Turn on your fan and inflate – we recommend you fill the upper section completely.

4. Enjoy your MIDI

Safety Tips
- Keep your MIDI clean – remember if you look after your MIDI, your MIDI will look after you.
- Improper use can cause injury.
- Keep out of children’s reach when inflating.
- Do not over inflate.
- Do not drag your MIDI on the floor.
- Do not use your MIDI as a punch bag. The MIDI doesn’t like it.